Why Sell SoftIron
The benefits of partnership for
you and your customers

Together, our mission is to
build an elite, world-class
community of profitable,
successful channel partners
that accelerate SoftIron’s
market share growth
through the mutual and
unique business value we
bring to customers.
SoftIron® is the world-leader in
task-specific data center solutions.
SoftIron simplifies and improves the data
storage experience by enabling the easy
adoption of enterprise-class, open source
software-defined storage solutions at
scale. SoftIron’s flagship HyperDrive®
software-defined storage (SDS) platform
delivers dramatic improvements on all
critical metrics including: performance,
density, efficiency, capacity, speed,
and heat emission - without the legacy
limitations of vendor lock-in.

Sell Open Source with all the value
but without the headache.
The SoftIron approach enables you to resell an open
source based solution that’s not just a generic
pre-packaged combination of generic COTS
hardware and open source software. It’s a fully
integrated package, delivering all the promise of
the generic OSS, but in a performance optimized,
easy to deploy and support solution. This allows you
to quickly and effectively capitalize on the growing
demand for open source solutions from end users.

Be Differentiated in your open
source proposition. No one else does
what SoftIron does.
In a sea of bare metal running free open source, and
pre-packaged generic supported offers from RedHat
and SUSE, stand-out with a true alternative that adds
real value for customers - without limiting your value
add opportunities to consult, deploy and support.

Be Differentiated from competitors
reselling proprietary solutions.
Offer an alternative that still delivers the “software
defined” promise of abstracting hardware and
software decision, while at the same time delivering
all the benefits of a deeply integrated platform,
normally only possible through proprietary
integration. Oh, and SoftIron will likely work out
cheaper, meaning more retained margin for you
and/or the ability to undercut your rivals.

Standardise on a flexible storage
platform scalable from mid tier to the
very largest of opportunities.
No need to fill your portfolio with multiple vendor’s
solutions to meet every use case. SoftIron and Ceph
enable you to pursue file, block and object storage
opportunities from less than 100TB to tens of Petabytes
(and more). Ceph’s natural ability to scale linearly
and limitlessly, combined with the SoftIron portfolio
of hardware solutions means you can standardise on
SoftIron for almost every mainstream storage use case
and compete effectively against all comers.

SoftIron - Doing Things Differently
From our “designed not assembled” approach to
product development, to our edge manufacturing
strategy shortening supply chains and placing sites
close to our customers, to secure provenance providing
audible transparency for mission critical/ secure use
case - to SoftIron’s globally distributed, locally relevant
organizational model: at every turn our channel partners
have an angle and opportunity to talk a different and
unique story that imparts real customer value. Why try
and sell the same old thing, the same old way when you
can differentiate and win with SoftIron?

An Impressive Roster of Customers
and Case Studies
SoftIron have racked up some top tier references
since the commercial roll out of the business, post
Series B funding. Drawn from the top tier of Finance,
Government, e-Commerce, Media and Entertainment,
Research, Academia and more, there are real
customers placing significant bets on SoftIron’s
approach and platform already. Shouldn’t you be
jumping on that train too?

Meeting Customers “on their turf, on
their terms”.
The SoftIron pledge to meet customers “on their turf,
on their terms” translates into a single-minded focus
in solving customer problems, working closely with our
channel partners to ensure mutual three-way success
through and beyond every deployment.

Why Sell SoftIron
Easy to do business with - committed to channels			
Best reseller margins for open source appliances			
Scale out annuity business model			
A ready market that’s increasingly moving our way			
Technology leadership through early access to silicon			
World class SoftIron + Co partner program. DRA fidelity			
Not over distributed allowing first-mover advantage			
Channel-first professional services model			
Co-marketing demand generation philosophy. Demo Gear			
CAPEX and OPEX-based solution offers			
Industry-leading post sales support & service

Take the Next Step
For more information visit softiron.com/partners
Thank you for your interest in joining forces with SoftIron in order
to build compelling customer solution proposals together. Please
let us know how we may assist you as you develop your SoftIron
competence and build your datacenter solution practice with us.
For more information on the benefits of becoming a SoftIron reseller
please contact us at partners@softiron.com
All SoftIron + Co 2021 benefits are awarded at the sole discretion of the SoftIron
management team. All decisions made by SoftIron management regarding partner
tier attainment and the award of program benefits will be final unless otherwise
determined by SoftIron.
© 2021 SoftIron Inc. All rights reserved. SoftIron and the SoftIron logo are trademarks
or registered trademarks of SoftIron in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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SoftIron® is the world-leader in task-specific appliances for scale-out data center solutions. Their superior, purpose-built hardware is designed,
developed and assembled transparently, and they are the only manufacturer to offer secure provenance. SoftIron’s HyperDrive® software-defined,
enterprise storage portfolio runs at wire-speed and is custom-designed to optimize Ceph. HyperSwitch™ is their line of next-generation, top-of-rack
switches built to maximize the performance and flexibility of SONiC. HyperCast™, built on FFmpeg, is their high-density, concurrent 4K transcoding
solution, for multi-screen, multi-format delivery. SoftIron unlocks greater business value for enterprises by delivering best-in-class products, free
from software and hardware lock-in. For more information visit SoftIron.com
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